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Abstract. Safety-critical software in industry is typically subjected to both dy-
namic testing as well as static program analysis. However, while testing is ex-
pensive to scale, static analysis is prone to false positives and/or false nega-
tives. In this work we propose a solution based on a combination of static anal-
ysis to zoom into potential bug candidates in large code bases and symbolic
execution to confirm these bugs and create concrete witnesses. Our proposed
approach is intended to maintain scalability while improving precision and as
such remedy the short comings of each individual solution. Moreover, we de-
veloped the SEEKFAULT tool that creates local symbolic execution targets from
static analysis bug candidates and evaluate its effectiveness on the SV-COMP
loop benchmarks. We show that a conservative tuning can achieve a 98% de-
tecting rate in that benchmark while at the same time reducing false positive
rates by around 50% compared to a singular static analysis approach.

1 Introduction

Quality assurance for safety-critical systems is no longer only challenged by hard-
ware reliability and the complexity of the environment theses systems are operating
in, but to a large degree these systems are suffering from the growth of their software
bases. In the automotive space a state-of-the-art car contains over 50 million lines
of source code. And although the industry has stringent quality assurance processes
in place, complies to strict standards such as ISO 26262 and uses restrictive coding
guidelines such as MISRA [1], safety is continuously challenged. As shown by Miller
et al. [2, 3] modern automobiles are open to numerous attack vectors, almost exclu-
sively being exposed by software bugs such as buffer overruns, null pointer derefer-
ences and command injections.

Industry has extensive experience designing and testing safety-critical systems.
However, the growing software sizes pose problems to many of the existing quality
assurance methods and processes. This includes common practices such as dynamic
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software testing and static program analysis. Software testing does not scale well and
is both expensive as well time consuming. On the other hand, static analysis scales
well but suffers from both false positives and/or false negatives. This means, there are
spurious warnings not relating to actual defects and instances of software bugs that
are part of checked defect classes, but missed. Both false positives as well as false
negatives are a serious concern in industry.

In this work we present a first approach that bridges some of the gaps between
the existing techniques and their shortcomings. In particular, we present a combi-
nation of static program analysis and symbolic dynamic execution to minimize false
positives and false negatives, while at the same time maintaining scalability. The core
idea is to use static program analysis to broadly zoom in on a potential software de-
fect and treat that as a bug candidate. Next, we make this bug candidate a precise
target for symbolic execution. This has a number of advantages:

1. Scalability is maintained by a broad static analysis pass that zooms in on bug
candidates.

2. Fine grained symbolic execution has a concrete target as opposed to an un-
guided crawl, which allows for additional symbolic execution heuristics.

3. Performance can be tuned, by relaxing static analysis constraints and removing
false negatives at the expenses of potential false positives, which in turn can po-
tentially be ruled out by symbolic execution. Conversely, only true positives can
be reported where symbolic execution provides a concrete witness execution.

Moreover, we present the first steps of an integrated tool called SEEKFAULT us-
ing static analysis and symbolic execution, which borrows some of the underlying
technology of the respective tools Goanna[4] and Forest[5]. As a first benchmark we
apply SEEKFAULT to the loop category of the SV-COMP verification competition set.
Relaxing static analysis to allow for over-approximations we are able to detect 98%
of the defect cases in SV-COMP while reducing the false positive rate by over 50%
compared to a single static analysis approach.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we present the
overall ideas and their relation with existing work. In Section 3 we give a brief intro-
duction to the formal verification based static analysis we employ as we well as our
symbolic execution framework for C/C++ code. This is followed by an explanation of
our new combined analysis framework and its architecture in Section 4. We present
our initial results from the tight integration of static analysis and symbolic execution
in Section 5 and conclude with a summary and future work in Section 6.

2 Overview and Related Work

Software testing is extensively used to validate the safety-critical system (or a unit
thereof) against requirements to ensure coverage of both the requirements and the
actual code. However, it is well understood that only a fraction of the actual seman-
tic behavior can be realistically tested and many of the known vulnerabilities result
from corner cases of a particular input leading to vulnerabilities [2]. For instance,
even when a path with a particular division is covered, the semantic case where that



Fig. 1. Top Row: static analysis coverage; bottom row: symbolic execution coverage.

divisor happens to become zero might not. As a result even full traditional test cov-
erage does not equate to full semantic coverage.

There are various approaches to remedy this shortcoming including symbolic ex-
ecution [6] and concolic testing [7, 8]. These techniques increase semantic coverage
criteria by treating inputs and undetermined return values symbolically. As such this
enables the investigation of an execution not only for a single value, but for a sym-
bolic range of values at once. However, as shown in industry case studies [9, 10] sym-
bolic techniques are prone to scalability limitations and current tools are not well
suited yet for deep embedded applications. As such their adoption in safety-critical
industries has so far been limited.

One widely used technology in safety-critical industries is static program anal-
ysis. Static analysis approximates the behavior of source code and detects common
coding violations such as the ones defined by MISRA, but also possible software bugs
that lead to runtime errors such as null pointer dereferences, memory leaks, and
buffer overruns. Many commercial tools are based on earlier academic work and are
routinely used in industry [11, 12, 4, 13]. However, while static analysis is scalable to
very large code bases it approximates program behavior and as such is prone to false
positives (false alarms) and/or false negatives (missed bugs).

Static analysis and dynamic testing can be seen as two different approximation
methods to cover the program semantics as shown in Figure 1. While (sound) static
analysis over-approximates the program behavior and as such allows false positives,
dynamic analysis under-approximates program behaviour leaving false negatives.

Our approach combines both techniques and approximations to obtain a solu-
tion that is more scalable than symbolic execution, yet more more precise than static
program analysis. The main idea is to use static analysis to ‘zoom’ into potential
bugs we call bug candidates. These bug candidates are identified by modern program
analysis techniques including data flow, model checking and CEGAR-style trace re-
finement [14]. However, while this type of program analysis can be fast and scalable,



it is typically less precise than some actual execution or simulation. As such, there al-
ways remains a level of uncertainty regarding false positives. To counter this, we use
the bug candidates determined by static analysis and pass them on to a symbolic
execution execution pass, using those candidates as local reachability targets. This
means, we attempt to confirm that a bug candidate is indeed a real bug. This allows
us to boost the rate of true positives. The reachability targets assist additional heuris-
tics that guide the search and are more efficient than classical crawling approaches
[15].

Bug candidates that cannot be confirmed by symbolic execution remain poten-
tial bugs due to the under-approximating nature of symbolic execution unless, how-
ever, symbolic execution is able to explore all paths (symbolically) and as such can
make a precise decision whether a bug candidate exists or not.

2.1 Other Related work

Most of the work in the symbolic execution and the static program analysis area has
been focusing on improvements and heuristics in each individual field [16, 15, 17,
18]. Combining the different domains gained less attention and is mostly related
to improving symbolic execution search strategies by adding static analysis infor-
mation [19, 20]. In [21], Young and Taylor use static analysis to compute a concur-
rency graph and then to prune equivalent symbolic states by dynamic execution.
Their ideas focus on concurrency errors for Ada programs and the goals are similar
to symmetry and partial order reduction. Another combined approach is presented
is [22]. However, the authors focus on obtaining maximal-coverage test cases for C
programs. In contrast, our work focuses on the reachability of a set of error loca-
tions. Moreover, we use these locations to guide the symbolic execution search while
[22] aims at heuristics for path coverage.

3 Our Approach to Static Analysis and Symbolic Execution

We deploy two complementary program analysis techniques: Static code analysis
and symbolic execution. As the names suggest, the former is a static technique that
takes the source code and builds an abstraction that is analyzed using a range of ap-
proaches including model checking and trace refinement. The latter is a dynamic
technique that symbolically executes the program under test by building constraints
over concrete execution paths and checking their validity using SMT solving.

3.1 Static Analysis using Model Checking and Trace Refinement

Static analysis comprises a number of techniques including data flow analysis, ab-
stract interpretation and software model checking [23, 18]. The approach we use
in this work is based on model checking and trace refinement as originated in the
Goanna tool [24]. The core ideas are based on the observation that data flow anal-
ysis problems can be expressed in modal µ-calculus [25]. This has been developed
further by Fehnker et al. in [26] and later expanded in [14].



void example ( ) {
l0 : i n t i , *q ;
l1 : i n t * p = malloc ( s i z e o f ( i n t ) ) ;

for ( l2 : i = 100000; l3 : i >= 0 ; l7 : i−−) {
l4 : q = p ;
l5 : i f ( i == 0)
l6 : f ree (p) ;

}
}

l0

l1 definep

l2

l3

l4 assignp

l5

l6freep l7

l8

Fig. 2. Original program and automatically annotated CFG.

The main idea is to abstractly represent a program (or a single function) by its
control flow graph (CFG) annotated with labels representing propositions of inter-
est. Example propositions are whether memory is allocated or freed in a particular
location, whether a pointer variable is assigned null or whether it is dereferenced. In
this way the possibly infinite state space of a program is reduced to the finite set of
locations and their propositions.

The annotated CFG consisting of the transition system and the (atomic) propo-
sitions can then be transformed into the input language of a model checker. Static
analysis bug patterns can be expressed in temporal logic and evaluated automat-
ically by a model checker. To illustrate the approach, we use a contrived function
example shown in Fig. 2. It works as follows: First a pointer variable p is initialized
and memory is allocated accordingly. Then, in a loop, a second pointer variable q is
assigned the address saved in p. After hundred-thousand assignments p is freed and
the loop is left.

To automatically check for a use-after-free, i.e., whether the memory allocated
for p is still accessed after it is freed, we define atomic propositions for allocating
memory definep, freeing memory freep and accessing memory assignp, and we
label the CFG accordingly. The above check can now be expressed in CTL as:

∀p : AG(definep⇒ AG(freep⇒ AG¬assignp))

This means, whenever memory is allocated, after freep there is no occurrence of
a assignp. Note that once a check has been expressed in CTL, the proposition can be
generically pre-defined as a template of syntactic tree patterns on the abstract syntax
tree of the code and determined automatically. Hence, it is possible to automatically
check a wide range of programs for the same requirement.

Trace Refinement Loop Model checking the above property for the model depicted
in Fig. 2 will find a violation and return a counter example. The following path de-
noted by the sequence of locations is such a counter example: l0, l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6, l7,
l3, l4, l5. However, if we match up the counter example in the abstraction with the



concrete program, we see that this path cannot possibly be executed, as the condi-
tion i == 0 cannot be true in the first loop iteration and, therefore, l5 to l6 cannot
be taken. This means, the counter example is spurious and should be discarded. We
might get a different counter example in the last loop iteration . . . , l5, l6, l7, l3, l4, l5.
But again, such a counter example would be spurious, because once the condition
i == 0 holds, the loop condition prevents any further iteration.

To detect the validity of a counter example we subjected the path to a fine-grained
simulation using an SMT solver. In essence, we perform a backward simulation of the
path computing the weakest precondition. If the precondition for the initial state of
the path is unsatisfiable, the path is infeasible and the counter example spurious. We
use an efficient SMT encoding and a refinement loop by creating observer automata
to successively eliminate sets of infeasible traces. For the example in Fig. 2 the ap-
proach is able to create two observer automata from minimal unsatisfiable cores of a
single path leading to the elimination of all paths of the same nature, i.e., avoiding an
unrolling of the loop. This approach is similar to interpolation-based solutions and
more details can be found in Junker et al. [14].

False Positives and Tuning Even in this formal verification based framework of static
program analysis there are possibilities for false positives (wrongly warned bugs) and
false negatives (missed bugs). This is caused by the abstraction and encoding into
the model checker, which is necessarily sound. For instance, certain semantic con-
structs such as function pointers are typically not modelled and their behaviour is
optimistically assumed. And, finally, the false positive elimination itself might time
out and a judgment call whether to report a potential bug or not is made.

Industrial static analysis tools regularly make the aforementioned trade-offs. In
this work we scale back the potential false negatives and counter the increasing false
positives with symbolic execution.

3.2 SMT Solving Based Symbolic Execution

Symbolic execution is a faithful technique to observe program behavior by evaluat-
ing it symbolically in an abstract or constraint-based domain [6]. This means, values,
variables and expressions are encoded as constraints over program paths and solvers
are used to determine the (symbolic) program state at each location. The most com-
mon use case is to determine test inputs and coverage criteria [27], which is general-
ized to the concept of concolic testing [7, 8].

These approaches basically divide executions into equivalence classes exhibit-
ing the same behavior under a given symbolic value or constraint of input param-
eters and path conditions. The advantage of these approaches is the ability to take
into account a wide range of (equivalent) inputs within one interpreted execution.
However, besides building a faithful symbolic interpreter the challenges of seman-
tic coverage and dealing with a potentially exponential set of execution paths with
respect to the number of decision points remain.

A bug detected by symbolic execution or concolic testing is basically the same as
if discovered by dynamic testing. Hence, it provides some concrete validation that



i < 10 ¬ ( i < 10 )

i < 10
i + 1 < 10

i < 10
¬ (i + 1 < 10)

return 0

... ...

Fig. 3. Tree representation of the execution of program in Fig. 5

the program under test exposes some vulnerability. This is a clear advantage over
static program analysis, where false positives are possible and further investigation
of the results is often required. The downside is that both from a practical and theo-
retical point of view not all execution paths can typically be explored. As such sym-
bolic execution helps for confirming bugs, but less so for ruling them out.

In the following we describe our approach to symbolic execution using multi-
process execution and multi-theory SMT solving.

Our Approach to Symbolic Dynamic Execution Symbolic execution evaluates the
code under test using symbolic variables. The symbolic variables can take any value
of the replaced concrete variable range they substitute. This is in particular true for
free (input) variables. Moreover, all operations on symbolic variables are recorded
as a mathematical constraint over a pre-defined logic of an SMT solver as detailed
below. In our approach, whenever the evaluator hits a conditional branch, the SMT
solver is evaluating the two possible branching outcomes (true and false) to see if
any or all of the branches are feasible. As a result, on each path the evaluator keeps
a record of the set of constraints that must hold to follow this path and it only keeps
the feasible paths in memory. This approach has proven to be a good compromise
between generality, i.e., each path is represented as a formula that is valid for differ-
ent input values, and specificity, i.e., only possible paths are considered, and they are
considered explicitly.

To exemplify the approach, we can use the example shown in Figure 5 and the
associated execution tree of Figure 3. When this example is run in the symbolic ex-
ecution engine, it is emulated in a virtual environment that logs every access to a
variable and every operation performed on a variable. In the example we start at the
beginning of main. The first operation that takes place is the assignment of the con-
stant 0 to the variable i. Then i is compared to 10. The framework keeps record of the
fact that i comes from a constant, so there is no need to explore two branches in the
condition, because only one can be executed. If i was not assigned to the constant 0
at the beginning, i would only have a symbolic assignment when reaching the condi-
tion. In that case, a SMT solver is called for the two possible outcomes of the branch,
and the branch condition is added to a set of constraints that is independent for ev-
ery path. If the solver gives a satisfying assignment for that branch output, we obtain



two outcomes: Firstly, we know that the path starting at the beginning of main is fea-
sible. Secondly, we get a concrete input vector for all free variables demonstrating
the reachability.

Multi-Process Execution As it can be intuitively seen in Figure 3, the number of
paths grows exponentially with the number of branches in the code. To find non-
trivial bugs and to scale to larger programs we use parallelization as one of the ar-
chitectural solutions. This means for every decision point, i.e., every branching we
spawn separate processes for the true and false branches. This enables us to paral-
lelize the SMT solver computation as well as to independently follow different search
strategies for different paths.

Multi-Theory Solving Another technique to speed up the process is to adjust the
representation of the symbolic variables and their encoding in the SMT solver. For
proving certain properties the sign of the variables might be enough or a representa-
tion as intervals is appropriate. If we want to account for overflows, or precisely cap-
ture sign-extension or bitwise operations, a bit-level representation for every vari-
able is used. Some other representations we support are linear equations, where each
variable is represented as a linear formula dependent of input variables, and polyno-
mials, where sets of variables are represented as a polynomial equation. In our work
we deploy heuristics to switch between different SMT solver theories dynamically
based on the current context [5].

Execution Monitors While the main goal of symbolic execution is to generate in-
put test vectors, it is possible to instrument the code on top of the symbolic exe-
cution framework to introduce monitors on it. Those monitors are observer code
that check for errors during run-time. For instance, we add a monitor that on every
pointer dereference checks that the value of the index to an array is in the range of
allocated memory. Monitors can be expressed as SMT-formulas and their generation
can be automated avoiding manual code annotations.

Although the semantics of symbolic execution precisely capture the set of pro-
gram behaviors, the program is still under-approximated, since not all of paths can
necessarily be explored, neither in theory nor in practice. This is caused by (non-
regular) loops and recursion in programs leading to infinitely sized spaces. In order
to maximize the set of explored states, different heuristics have been added to these
frameworks [28, 15]. These heuristics do not solve, however, the fundamental prob-
lem of a potentially exponentially growing number of execution paths. Hence, our
goal is to use static analysis for defining more constrained bug candidates and pro-
vide a guidance of the symbolic execution framework in the search strategy.

4 An Integrated Static-Dynamic Approach

Architecture We illustrate our approach in Figure 4: We start off with a static secu-
rity analysis phase. If there is no vulnerability found the process stops. Otherwise,



Fig. 4. SEEKFAULT Architecture: Static-Dynamic Integration.

we submit the bug candidate to the symbolic execution engine. If the symbolic exe-
cution engine is able to confirm the issue it generates a concrete trace and an input
vector. Otherwise, the bug candidate is neither confirmed nor ruled out automati-
cally and needs to be subjected to a manual investigation. Depending on that out-
come either the issue will be manually confirmed or it proves to be a false positive
that can be used to improve the static analysis checking algorithm or the exact CTL
specification.

4.1 Implementation

We implement our approach in a new tool called SEEKFAULT. The SEEKFAULT en-
gine makes use of two approaches: Static analysis based on model checking and
SMT-based trace refinement as used in Goanna [29], and symbolic execution based
on multi-theory SMT solving as used in Forest [5]. Z3 is used as the underlying SMT
solver. SEEKFAULT itself is developed in a mixture of C/C++ and OCaml.

At the current stage of development the integrated SEEKFAULT tool first runs a
static analysis pass to determine bug candidates and for each potential bug creates
location information as well as a possible counter-example trace that is then passed
on to the dynamic execution phase. Unlike traditional symbolic execution the com-
bined approach in SEEKFAULT enables new search heuristics by applying the trace
information as well as by using the bug locations as reachability targets. For instance,
as one heuristics we calculate a distance measure from the last visited node in the
program to the reachability target. This distance is computed statically over the con-
trol flow graph. The symbolic execution engine can then use that distance to sort the
set of candidate paths during the guided search. To do so, we use the standard A*
graph traversal algorithm. Finally, we use time outs on each branch of the symbolic
execution if we are unable to reach a particular target.



i n t main ( . . . ) {
i n t a [ 1 0 ] ;
i n t i ;
for ( i =0; i < 10; i ++) {

a [ i ] = 10;
}
a [ i ] = 0 ;
return 0 ;

}
Fig. 5. Overflow Detection Static Analysis

void main ( . . . ) {
char password_buffer [ 1 0 ] ;
i n t access = 0 ;
strcpy ( password_buffer , argv [ 1 ] ) ;
i f ( ! strcmp ( password_buffer , "

passwd" ) )
access = 1 ;

p r i n t f ( " Access %d" , access ) ;
}
Fig. 6. Overflow Detection Symbolic Execution

5 Experiments

In this section we outline some of the experiments we performed and some of the
experiences we gained so far. While implementation for larger projects is still under-
way it provides some valuable results.

5.1 Examples

We firstly demonstrate our idea by some examples from our internal test suite. The
first example program is shown in Figure 5. An array with 10 elements ranging form 0
to 9 is initialized in a loop. However, in the last loop iteration the counter is increased
to one beyond the array size and the subsequent access to that array would result in
an out of bounds violation.

This error can be detected by our SEEKFAULT static analysis engine alone as the
following command shows:

$ seekfault --static-only overflow.c
SEEKFAULT - analyzing file overflow.c
line 5: warning: Array ‘a’ subscript 10 is out of bounds [0,9].

For that example the analyzer is able to determine the array bounds as well as
the number of loop iterations that are executed and, therefore, can derive the buffer
overrun. However, in certain scenarios when the complexity of reasoning increas-
ing by for instance copying memory around or reasoning about strings the analysis
might lose precision. We do not warn in the latter cases. An example is shown in Fig-
ure 6. In the example, the buffer overflow introduces a real vulnerability, as it can be
used to write in the memory occupied by the variable access, and grant the access
to the application with an incorrect password.

This occurs when the size of the string passed as first parameter to the program is
larger than 10 characters. In that case, the strcpy function writes in a space that was
not allocated to store the variable password_buffer, but for access. Once access
is overwritten with a different value than the initial 0, the access to the application is
granted.

To be able to detect these kind of errors we tune the static analysis engine of
SEEKFAULT to always emit an error when it is not certain that a bug is absent. This



means it will generate a vulnerability candidate for the example in Figure 6. More-
over, using our symbolic execution engine on the target location of the static anal-
ysis candidate we get a concrete confirmation of that bug. The SEEKFAULT engine
produces:

$ seekfault pwd.c
SEEKFAULT - analyzing file pwd.c
line 5: Array ‘password_buffer’ subscript 10 is out of bounds:
Symbolic analysis:
Testcase 12 : aaaaaaaaac\0
Testcase 13 : aaaaaaaaba\0
Testcase 14 : aaaaaaaaaba\0 < BufferOverflow

This shows this two-tiered approach where static analysis defined the bug candi-
date and symbolic execution is able to provide a real exploitable scenario in case the
input is the aaaaaaaaaba\0 string.

5.2 SV-COMP Benchmark Results

For the evaluation of our integrated solution we use the well known SV-COMP bench-
mark3, in particular, the loop category. SV-COMP is a set of competition benchmarks
used in the automated verification community to highlight complex verification prob-
lems and to test the strength of individual tools.

The loop category is comprised of 117 files. All of the test cases expose a poten-
tial error, but only a minority of 34 files exhibit a real bug. Hence, any brute force
approach by warning at any uncertainty will overwhelmingly exhibit false positives.

We show the results of our integrated approach in Table 1. This table is broken
down by the different analysis phases as well as the final verdict, where SA denotes
static analysis, SE symbolic execution and SF SEEKFAULT. A tick means proven to
be correct, a cross that a bug has been confirmed and a warning triangle means for
static analysis that it flags a potential issue and for symbolic execution that is times
out. The files names shaded in gray are those containing a bug.

We have broken the table in five groups, which are separated by horizontal lines.

1. In the first set of examples, the static analysis engine is able to conclude that the
program is correct. This is because our static analysis phase over-approximates
the possible behavior and the program does not contain any approximation break-
ing constructs such as function pointers.

2. In the second group, SEEKFAULT’s static analysis engine produces some poten-
tial bug candidates that are passed to the symbolic analysis pass. However, the
symbolic analysis engine was able to faithfully cover all the possible branches in
the program and conclude that all of them are bug-free.

3 http://sv-comp.sosy-lab.org/



Filename SA SE SF Filename SA SE SF Filename SA SE SF
nested6_true-u... X B X simple_false-u... B × × functions_true... B B B

nested9_true-u... X B X terminator_01_... B × × simple_true-un... B B B

heapsort_true-... X B X underapprox_fa... B × × simple_true-un... B B B

apache-escape-... X B X sum01_bug02_su... B × × simple_true-un... B B B

apache-get-tag... X B X while_infinite... B × × SpamAssassin-l... B B B

count_by_k_tru... X B X for_bounded_lo... B × × sum03_true-unr... B B B

diamond_true-u... X B X count_up_down_... B × × trex03_true-un... B B B

gj2007_true-un... X B X sum01_bug02_fa... B × × count_up_down_... B B B

gr2006_true-un... X B X sum01_false-un... B × × ddlm2013_true-... B B B

seq_true-unrea... X B X sum04_false-un... B × × jm2006_true-un... B B B

down_true-unre... X B X terminator_02_... B × × jm2006_variant... B B B

phases_true-un... X B X trex02_false-u... B × × overflow_true-... B B B

up_true-unreac... X B X sum03_false-un... B × × half_true-unre... B B B

bhmr2007_true-... X B X trex03_false-u... B × × nest-if3_true-... B B B

hhk2008_true-u... X B X terminator_03_... B × × MADWiFi-encode... B B B

half_2_true-un... X B X trex01_false-u... B × × trex04_true-un... B B B

string_concat-... X B X simple_false-u... B × × trex01_true-un... B B B

eureka_01_true... X X X functions_fals... B × × sum01_true-unr... B B B

n.c40_true-unr... X X X simple_false-u... B × × string_true-un... B B B

lu.cmp_true-un... B X X overflow_false... B × × vogal_true-unr... B B B

veris.c_sendma... B X X phases_false-u... B × × afnp2014_true-... B B B

eureka_05_true... B X X eureka_01_fals... B × × array_true-unr... B B B

cggmp2005_true... B X X id_trans_false... B × × array_true-unr... B B B

diamond_true-u... B X X string_false-u... B × × array_true-unr... B B B

underapprox_tr... B X X vogal_false-un... B × × array_true-unr... B B B

large_const_tr... B X X NetBSD_loop_tr... B B B cggmp2005b_tru... B B B

nec40_true-unr... B X X sendmail-close... B B B const_true-unr... B B B

sum04_true-unr... B X X simple_true-un... B B B count_by_1_tru... B B B

terminator_02_... B X X terminator_03_... B B B count_by_1_var... B B B

array_false-un... B × × trex02_true-un... B B B count_by_2_tru... B B B

array_false-un... B × × css2003_true-u... B B B count_by_nonde... B B B

const_false-un... B × × n.c11_true-unr... B B B gauss_sum_true... B B B

diamond_false-... B × × while_infinite... B B B gj2007b_true-u... B B B

diamond_false-... B × × while_infinite... B B B gsv2008_true-u... B B B

ludcmp_false-u... B × × while_infinite... B B B id_build_true-... B B B

multivar_false... B × × cggmp2005_vari... B B B multivar_true-... B B B

nec11_false-un... B × × for_infinite_l... B B B nested_true-un... B B B

phases_false-u... B × × for_infinite_l... B B B nec20_false-un... B B B

simple_false-u... B × × fragtest_simpl... B B B verisec_NetBSD... B B B

Table 1: Results of each engine and the integrated SEEKFAULT solution.
SA = static analysis, SE = symbolic execution, SF = SEEKFAULT, gray = bug

3. In the third group, the full potential of the SEEKFAULT approach is shown. In
these cases static analysis concludes that there is a potential bug in the code and
provides a set of candidate locations that exhibit the undesired behavior. This set
of locations is used as target locations for the the symbolic execution heuristics.



In each case SEEKFAULT was able to find the bug and provide a test case that
demonstrates this behavior.

4. In the next two groups, the relaxation of the rules in the static analysis tool makes
the analysis to produce error candidates in programs that however do not ex-
hibit undesired behavior under the fully-accurate semantics of the operations of
the program. The set of feasible paths, however, is too big to be fully exercised
by symbolic execution, so under the requirements of a sound analysis, the algo-
rithm has to output an inconclusive output. We observe, however that the fact of
having a concrete goal to reach helps a lot in the symbolic execution framework
so most of these cases (41 over 43) are actually correct. Considering the two re-
maining cases as correct would break the soundness of the approach but would
leave us with an error rate of only 2/117.

In summary, the combined approach has a detection rate (number of detected
errors over files with an error) of 98%. The true negative rate of the combined ap-
proach (number of files “proven” as correct when they are correct) is 35%, which is
approximately 50% above the rate obtained by only using a static analysis approach.

5.3 Observations and Limitations

It is worth noting some observations: Firstly, our SEEKFAULT solution is quite capa-
ble of detecting bugs. All bugs have been identified by SEEKFAULT and all apart from
two have been confirmed with symbolic execution inputs and traces. Secondly, the
SEEKFAULT approach gives a slightly better coverage to demonstrate the absence of
bugs compared to single static analysis approach. However, the SEEKFAULT solution
is not yet very capable to prove the absence of bugs in general.

Having said that, the SV-COMP results need to be taken with a grain of salt: Many
of the competition tools are variants of bounded model checking tools that declare
a program bug free if no violation up to a certain bound can be found. In our case,
if we declared a program bug free when both SEEKFAULT phases cannot come to
a combined negative conclusion, we would correctly identify all benchmark cases
apart from two, keeping the overall error rate at around 1%. This is better than the
rate exhibited by more mature state-of-the-art tools in this set of programs.

Finally, we expect SEEKFAULT to shine outside the small but very complex SV-
COMP cases. The main reason is that symbolic execution adds a lot of precision to
static analysis, but is typically hampered by scalability. In the SEEKFAULT approach,
however, static analysis takes care of scalability and provides local bug candidates
that should be easier identifiable. Implementation work for those additional experi-
ments is underway.

6 Conclusions

In this work we presented an integrated approach of static program analysis and
symbolic execution. In this new two-phased solution static analysis is tuned to not
miss bugs at the expense of higher false positives, which are filtered in the second



phase using symbolic execution. We implemented the solution in the tool SEEK-
FAULT.

Our experiments on the challenging SV-COMP benchmark shows a 98% vulner-
ability detection rate with a 50% reduced false positive rate compared to a singular
static analysis solution. Moreover, the overall true negative rate remains at around
35%, which is quite reasonable for this set of benchmarks. However, overall the false
positive rate it still too high, unless we add the soundness breaking assumption that
inconclusive symbolic execution results indicate the absence of a bug.

Future work is to experiment on larger open source projects. Our conjecture is
that most detectable bugs are less complex than the SV-COMP ones and we should
see lower false positive rates. However, this will largely depend on the scalability re-
sults for the symbolic execution phase. Earlier experiments with the use of reachabil-
ity targets, however, showed that our symbolic analysis scales well to around several
hundred to thousand lines of code.

Moreover, right now we still manually adjust the static analysis engine whenever
possible to feedback the new information we gained from the symbolic execution
phase. Another line of future work is to investigate a learning mechanism to at least
partially automate that process.
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